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Mini Clay

DESIGN MARC KRUSIN

DESALTO, ITALY

More than a table, Clay is a sculpture, a perfect union of beauty and harmonious

proportions. The meeting of two volumes achieves a perfect balance of one over the

other. The Clay table is visually remarkable feat of engineering in that the round top

balances boldly on a fine conical base with ease and rigidity. This critical construction

detail was resolved by developing a connection which, despite its small size, does not

compromise the stability of the table.

The Clay table takes its name from an applied finish made from a special lava-stone paste

applied by hand using a palette knife to achieve the look and feel of natural stone. Bases

are now also available in a lacquered Polyurethane or with a cement render. The table

tops are available with tops in variety of materials and finishes.

Clay is available with a round or oval top in a variety of sizes and finishes and heights.

Certain finishes are also suitable for outdoor use.

PRICING

$2115 — $4395 Trade pricing ex GST

Min = entry level, max = premium finishes

Contact us for volume pricing

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural

CERTIFICATION

100% recyclable

Fotovoltaico 2011

ISO14001, ISO9061

Product Stewardship Programme

https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/desalto/
https://ownworld.com.au/brands/desalto
mailto:sales@ownworld.com.au?subject=Volume%20Pricing
https://ownworld.com.au
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DIMENSIONS

MINI CLAY 702

DIA 500 H 450 (mm)

DIA 500 H 550 (mm)

DIA 500 H 650 (mm)

DIA 600 H 450 (mm)

DIA 600 H 550 (mm)

DIA 600 H 650 (mm)

DIA 750 H 450 (mm)

DIA 750 H 550 (mm)

DIA 750 H 650 (mm)

MATERIALS

Table Top: Constructed from 10mm MDF substrate finished to micronised metal powder / resin mix, applied by hand

Base: Rigid polyurethane base, lacquered to selected house colour

Glides: Plastic glides

COLLECTION

Mini Clay

SIDE/COFFEE TABLE

DESALTO

Clay Oval

MEETING/DINING TABLE

DESALTO

Clay Round

MEETING/DINING TABLE

DESALTO

https://ownworld.com.au/products/desalto/desalto-clay-mini-occasional-table
https://ownworld.com.au/products/desalto/desalto-clay-mini-occasional-table
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/tables/occasional-table/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/desalto/
https://ownworld.com.au/products/desalto/desalto-clay-oval-meeting-dining-table
https://ownworld.com.au/products/desalto/desalto-clay-oval-meeting-dining-table
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/tables/meeting-dining-table/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/desalto/
https://ownworld.com.au/products/desalto/desalto-clay-round-meeting-dining-table
https://ownworld.com.au/products/desalto/desalto-clay-round-meeting-dining-table
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/tables/meeting-dining-table/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/desalto/
https://ownworld.com.au

